Abstract-This paper develops methodology for 3D radial visualization of high-dimensional datasets. Our display engine is called RadViz3D and extends the classic RadViz that visualizes multivariate data in the 2D plane by mapping every record to a point inside the unit circle. The classic RadViz display has equally-spaced anchor points on the unit circle, with each of them associated with an attribute or feature of the dataset. RadViz3D obtains equi-spaced anchor points exactly for the five Platonic solids and approximately for the other cases via a Fibonacci grid. We show that distributing anchor points at least approximately uniformly on the 3D unit sphere provides a better visualization than in 2D. We also propose a Max-Ratio Projection (MRP) method that utilizes the group information in high dimensions to provide distinctive lower-dimensional projections that are then displayed using Radviz3D. Our methodology is extended to datasets with discrete and mixed features where a generalized distributional transform is used in conjuction with copula models before applying MRP and RadViz3D visualization.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-dimensional datasets arise in diverse applications (e.g. agriculture [1] , anthropology [2] , astronomy [3] , ecology [4] , engineering and management science [5] , genetics and medicine [6] , geology [7] political science [8] , psychometrics [9] , social sciences [10] , software engineering [11] , taxonomy [12] , zoology [13] ). Modern applications often yield large datasets of many dimensions and complexity. Visualizing such datasets is important to understand their characteristics and to gain insight into how different groups relate to each other in terms of distinctiveness or similarity [14] . However, doing so effectively is frequently a challenge even for moderate-dimensional datasets because the observations need to be mapped to a lower-dimensional space, with the reduction and display ideally presenting as much information on the characteristics as possible.
Many visualization approaches [15] for multivariate data exist, with the most straightforward approach displaying every feature-pair through scatterplots [16] but that is limited in providing a comprehensive display. An early representation used faces to represent each record [17] , with each facial characteristic denoting a different feature that is impractical to display anything more than a handful of observations. A parallel coordinates plot (PCP) [18, 19] draws lines to represent each scaled attribute with color for group membership. A polar version of the PCP [16] is provided by star plots where each feature is represented by a ray of length proportional to that variable. A surveyplot [20] F. Dai, Y. Zhu and R. Maitra are with the Department of Statistics at Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011, USA. e-mail: {fd43,yifanzhu,maitra}@iastate.edu. c 201x IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to use this material for any other purposes must be obtained from the IEEE by sending a request to pubs-permissions@ieee.org. Manuscript received xxxx xx,201x; revised xxxxxxxx xx, 201x. First published xxxxxxxx x, xxxx, current version published yyyyyyyy y, yyyy Digital Object Identifier represents each observed feature as a line graph of length relative to its size. Ordering can elucidate pairwise associations between coordinates, while color can help indicate the important coordinates for classifying the data. Andrews' curves [21, 22] write each observation as a Fourier series with coefficients given by the coordinate values. A 2D star coordinates plot [23] represents the coordinate axes as equiangled rays extending from the center, with each observation mapped to a 2D point in terms of the new coordinate system. An optimized version is in [24] , however [25] see star coordinates as a fundamentally flawed concept.
An alternative nonlinear display of multidimensional data is by radial visualization or RadViz [26, 27, 28, 29] that projects data onto a circle using Hooke's law. Here, pdimensional observations are projected onto the 2D plane using p anchor points equally arranged to be around the perimeter of a circle. This representation posits, at the center of a circle, each observation that is being pulled by springs in the directions of the p anchor points while being balanced by forces relative to the coordinate values. Observations with similar relative values across all attributes are then closer to the center while the others are closer to the anchor points corresponding to the coordinates with disparity. Notwithstanding concerns [30] about its applicability and interpretability owing to distortions induced by the nonlinear mapping, RadViz can effectively analyze sparse data and evaluate distinctiveness between groups, with many refinements [31, 32, 33, 34, 35] also proposed.
RadViz maps a p-dimensional point to the plane. As such, it loses information [36] , with the loss worsening with increasing p. This information loss may potentially be alleviated by extending it to 3D but there are challenges, not least of which is the fact that a 3D sphere can be exactly divided into p regions of equal volumes only for p ∈ {4, 6, 8, 12, 20}. The Viz3D approach [36] extends the 2D RadViz (henceforth, RadViz2D) to 3D by simply adding to the 2D projection a third dimension that is constant for all observations. The improvement over RadViz2D is limited. So, in this paper, we investigate the possibility of developing a truly 3D extension of RadViz. We call our method RadViz3D and develop it in Section 2. Our primary objective is to improve 3D visualization of high-dimensional class data with both continuous and discrete variates, so Section 2 also develops methods to summarize such datasets before displaying them using Radviz3D. Our methology is illustrated on multiple datasets in Section 3. We conclude with some discussion in Section 4. An online supplement of figures, referenced here with the prefix "S", is available.
METHODOLOGY

Background and Preliminary Development
We first define generalized radial visualization (GRadViz) as a natural extension of the classic RadViz2D that maps X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X p ) ∈ R p to a 2D point using
where 1 p = (1, 1, . . . , 1) , and U = [u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u p ] is a projection matrix with jth column u j or the jth anchor point on S 1 = {x ∈ R 2 : x = 1} for j = 1, 2, . . . , p. These p anchor points are equi-spaced on S 1 . GRadViz uses a transformation Ψ(·; ·) similar to Ψ
• (·; ·) in (1) but the anchor points in U are allowed to lie on a hypersphere S q , q > 1 and not necessarily equi-spaced on S q .
As in RadViz2D, our generalization Ψ(·; ·) also has a physical interpretation. For, suppose that we have p springs connected to the anchor points u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u p ∈ S q . Suppose that these p springs have spring constants X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X p . Let Y ∈ R q+1 be the equilibrium point of the system. Then Our generalization is actually a special case of normalized radial visualization (NRV) [33] that allows the anchor points to lie outside the hypersphere and is line-, pointordering-and convexity-invariant. These desirable properties for visualization are also inherited by Ψ(·; ·).
GRadViz is scale-invariant, i.e., Ψ(kX; U ) = Ψ(X; U ) for any k = 0. That is, a line passing through the origin is projected to a single point in the radial visualization. So, we need to avoid a situation where all the observations are approximately on a line passing through the origin. The minmax transformation on the jth feature of the ith record m j (X ij ) = X ij − min 1≤i≤n X ij max 1≤i≤n X ij − min 1≤i≤n X ij (2) guards against this eventuality. It also places every record in [0, 1] p , ensuring that the data after also applying Ψ(·; ·) are all inside the unit ball B q = {x ∈ R q : x ≤ 1}. The placement of the anchor points is another issue in GRadViz, with different points yielding very different visualizations. Now suppose that the p coordinates of X are uncorrelated. For two arbitrary X 1 , X 2 ∈ R p , let Y i = Ψ(X i ; U ), i = 1, 2 be the GRadViz-transformed data. Then the Euclidean distance between Y 1 and Y 2 is
yielding a quadratic form with positive definite matrix U U . The columns of U are unit vectors, so U U has the ith diagonal element as u i u i = 1 and (i, j)th entry as u i u j = cos u i , u j . For X l = a l e l , l = i, j, where e i as the ith unit vector that is 1 in the ith coordinate and 0 elsewhere,
The ith and jth coordinates of X i and X j in this example are as dissimilar as possible from each other, having perfect negative correlation, and should be expected to be placed as far away as possible (in opposite directions) in the radial visualization. However (3) shows that the distance between the tranformed Y i and Y j approaches 0 as the angle between u i and u j approaches 0. Therefore, the radial visualization can create artificial visual correlation between the ith and jth coordinates if the angle between u i and u j is less then π/2. (As a corollary, strongly positively correlated coordinates should be placed as close together as possible.) To reduce such effects, we need to distribute the anchor points as far away from each other as possible. This leads to evenly distributed anchor points on S q for our GRadViz formulation. In the case of Radviz3D, there is an inherent advantage over Radviz2D because it can more readily facilitate larger angles between anchor points. (Indeed, higher dimensions than 3D would conceptually be more beneficial were it possible to display data in such higher dimensions.) This is because the smallest angle between any two of p (fixed) evenly-distributed anchor points in RadViz3D is always larger than that in RadViz2D. For example, with p = 4, the anchor points are symmetric so that the angles between any two anchor points are the same. This is not possible to display on the unit circle when we evenly distribute the four anchor points. At the same time, Radviz2D can not place multiple positively correlated coordinates next to each other at the same time, that would be desirable for accurate visualization [37] . The placement of anchor points therefore plays an important role in Radviz2D [32, 38] , but is less pronounced with Radviz3D.
Our discussion on GRadViz has provided the rationale behind RadViz3D with equi-spaced anchor points. We are now ready to formalize the construction of RadViz3D.
3D Radial Visualization
We now develop RadViz3D for observations with p continuous-valued coordinates. Following the discussion in Section 2.1, let Ψ : R p → B 3 = {x ∈ R 3 : x ≤ 1} map a pdimensional observation X to Ψ(X; U ) = U X/1 p X with U as before and with jth column (anchor point) u j , that, we have contended, should be as evenly-spaced in S 2 as possible. We now develop methods to find the set ℘ of equispaced anchor points u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u p using the following: Table 1 . For other integers p ≥ 5, only 
an approximate solution is possible: here the elements of ℘ are u j = (u j1 , u j2 , u j3 ), j = 1, 2, . . . , p with
Proof. For p = 4, 6, 8, 12, 20, the coordinates are exactly equi-spaced with anchor points corresponding to the vertices of the Platonic solids. For other values of p ≥ 5, we derive an approximate solution by implementing a Fibonacci grid method [39] that produces the latitude φ j and longitude θ j of the jth anchor point on S 3 as φ j = arcsin a j , θ j = 2πjϕ −1 with a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a p an arithmetic progression chosen to have common difference 2/p. We take a 1 = 1/p − 1, so a j = 2(j −1)/p+a 1 = (2j − 1)/p−1. Then, by transforming between coordinate systems, the Cartesian coordinate of the jth anchor point u j ∈ ℘ is easily seen to be as in (4).
Remark 2.
A few comments are in order:
1) The geometric solutions of ℘ for p in {4, 6,8,12,20} are closely related to the Thomson problem in traditional molecular quantum chemistry [40] . 2) For p ≥ 5 but not in {4, 6, 8, 12 ,20}, the approximate solution distributes anchor points along a generative spiral on the sphere, with consecutive points as separated from each other as possible, satisfying the "well-separation" property [41] .
Result 1 provides the wherewithal for Radviz3D for p ≥ 4 by projecting each observation X i ∈ R p , i = 1, 2, . . . , n to Ψ(X i ; U = [u 1 , . . . , u p ]) with u j s defined as per Table 1 or (4), as applicable. Radviz3D displays of multidimensional data can then be made, using 3D interactive graphics, to facilitate the finding of patterns, groups and features.
Illustration
We demonstrate Radviz3D and compare its performance in displaying grouped data. Our comparisons are with Radviz2D and Viz3D, with the objective being our ability in separating out the classes in a visual display and whether the separability matches what we expect given the known true group structure of a dataset. The MIXSIM package [42] in R [43] allows for the simulation of class data according to a pre-specified generalized overlap (ω) [44, 45] that indexes clustering complexity, with very small values (ω = 0.001) implying very good separation and larger values indicating increased clustering complexity. Figure 1 illustrates visualizations obtained for 4D examples: note that p = 4 is a dimension that allows exact uniform separation of anchor points (Table 1) . For these examples, the individual groups have homogeneous uncorrelated (spherical) dispersions. The first set of figures (Figs. 1a-1c ) are for ω = 0.001 that indexes good separation between groups. However, RadViz2D (Fig. 1a) is not particularly adept at separating out all the classes while Viz3D (Fig. 1b) provides a better representation of the distinctiveness of the groups. However, a more meaningful display is provided by Radviz3D (Fig. 1c) .We illustrate further the benefits of RadViz3D over Viz3D and RadViz2D by also evaluating their display of simulated datasets with increasingω (decreasing class separation). Figs. S1d, S1e and 1d display datasets using RadViz2D, Viz3D and RadViz3D for datasets simulated for ω = 0.01 while Figs. S1g, S1h and 1e provide corresponding displays for datasets simulated usingω = 0.05. The RadViz3D representations of Figs. 1c, 1d and 1e indicate greater difficulty of separation of the groups as we go from ω = 0.001 to 0.01 on to 0.05. Such decreasing separation is more ambiguous with RadViz2D and even so with Viz3D -indeed, the display ( Figure S1e ) for the dataset simulated forω = 0.01 does not appear to be qualitatively more separated than that for the dataset withω = 0.05 (Fig. 1e) . Fig. 1 thus illustrates the benefits of RadViz3D in more accurately displaying grouped multi-dimensional data. Our illustration here is for p = 4 that affords the possibility of exactly equi-spaced anchor points, so in Fig. S2 , we demonstrate performance by illustrating the three visualization methods on simulated grouped datasets with three different clustering complexities in 5D where Result 1 specifies only approximately equi-spaced anchor points.
Visualization of High-dimensional Data
With the machinery for 3D radial visualization in place, we turn our attention to summarizing high-dimensional data from multiple groups. It is important to note that for even moderately high dimensions, displaying many anchor points is not possible even after factoring in the benefits of going from 2D to 3D. Additionally our placement of equi-spaced anchor points is built on not inducing spurious positive correlations in the display, and therefore based on the display of coordinates that are far from inducing positive correlations in the display. So we project our highdimensional datasets into a lower-dimensional space such that the projected coordinates are almost uncorrelated. At the same time our objective is to preserve the distinctiveness of groups while finding projections as well as preserving, in the display, the inherent variability in the dataset. A common approach to finding uncorrelated projections is Principal Components Analysis (PCA) that finds the mutually orthogonal projections summarizing a proportion of the total variance in the data. PCA however does not account for class structure in the data and can provide unsatisfactory results for visualization of grouped data when such is ignored, so robust alternatives [46] have been proposed. Our suggestion is to develop the Max-Ratio Projections (MRPs) of the data in order to maximize the separation between groups (in projected space) relative to its total variability. We discuss obtaining these projections next. Fig. S1 for a fuller representation that permits a more detailed evaluation.) All 3D displays in this paper are animated for added visualization benefit and viewable with the Adobe Acrobat Reader TM .
Directions that Maximize Between-Group Variance
Given the group information in our dataset, our objective is to find a linear subspace such that the groups are wellseparated when the data are projected along this subspace. Suppose that v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k are k uncorrelated direction vectors spanning the linear subspace. In order to separate the groups, we want to project the data to each v j such that the ratio of the projected between-group sum of squares and the total corrected sum of squares is maximized (equivalently, the ratio of the projected within-group sums of squares and the total corrected sum of squares is minimized). Let Ξ = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n } be n p-dimensional observation vectors. Then the corrected total sum of squares and cross-products (SSCP) matrix is given by T = (n − 1)Σ whereΣ is the sample dispersion matrix of Ξ. Now, if Σ is the dispersion matrix of any X i , then for any projection vector v j , we have Var(v j X i ) = v j Σv j . Further, for any two v j and v l , Cor(v j X i , v l X i ) ∝ v j Σv l = 0 since the direction vectors decorrelate the observed coordinates. (We may replace Σ withΣ in the expressions above.) Therefore, we obtain v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k in sequence to satisfy
where SS total (v l ) is the corrected total sum of squares of the data projected to the direction v l (so is a scalar quantity), and SS group (v l ) is the corrected between-group sum of squares of the data projected to the direction v l .
Result 3.
Max-Ratio Projections. Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n be pdimensional observations from G groups. Let T be the total corrected SSCP and B be the corrected SSCP between groups. Let T and B both be positive definite. Then
satisfies (5) whereŵ j , j = 1, 2, . . . , k are, in decreasing order, the k largest eigenvalues of
Proof. Let Γ g , g = 1, 2, . . . , G be the n g × n matrix that selects observations from the matrix X that has X i as its ith row. Here n g is the number of observations from the gth group, for g = 1, 2, . . . , G. Then Γ g X is the matrix with observations from the gth group in its rows and
and T = X (I n − 1 n 1 n /n)X. Also, X projected along any direction v yields SS group (v) = v Bv and SS total (v) = v T v so that finding (5) is equivalent to
Let (8), we can solve the following sequential problems with respect to w 1 , . . . , w k :
T −1/2 BT −1/2 is nonnegative definite, with at most G − 1 positive eigenvalues, so k ≤ G − 1 in (9). The eigenvectorŝ w 1 ,ŵ 2 , . . . ,ŵ k corresponding to its k largest eigenvalues in decreasing order solve (9) . Letv j be the normalized version of T −1/2ŵ j . Thenv j s satisfy (8) and the result follows.
Result 3 provides the projections that maximize the separation between the groups in a lower-dimensional space in a way that also decorrelates the coordinates. The number of projections is limited by G − 1. So, for G ≤ 3, 1 to 2 projections and therefore 1D or 2D displays should be enough. (For G = 3, a RadViz2D figure should normally suffice, but, as we show later in our examples, choosing 4 projections yields a better display even though the additional 4 − G + 1 projections yield no further information on separating the groups. We use springs to provide a physical interpretation for why these additional 4−G+1 coordinates are beneficial. The first G − 1 MRP coordinates pull the data with different forces along the corresponding anchor points in a way that permits maximum separation of the classes. The remaining 4 − G + 1 anchor points correspond to the zero eigenvalues and do not contribute to the separation between groups, and so each group is pulled with equal force in the direction of these anchor points. These additional pulls separate the groups better in RadViz3D than in RadViz2D. (We choose 4 MRPs when G ≤ 4 for RadViz3D because a 3D sphere is best separated using 4 equi-spaced anchor points because every axis is then equidistant to the other. For similar reasons, we choose 3 MRPs for 3 anchor points in RadViz2D when G ≤ 3.) We illustrate this point further in Section 3.2.1.
The eigenvalue decomposition of T −1/2 BT −1/2 assumes a positive definite T , for which a sufficient condition is that n g > p for all g. For many high-dimensional datasets, this assumption may not hold so we now propose to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset for the cases where p ≥ min g n g while also preserving as far as possible its group-specific features and variability.
Nearest Projection Matrix to Group-Specific PCs
Our approach builds on standard PCA whose goal, it may be recalled, is to project a dataset onto a lower-dimensional subspace in a way that captures most of its total variance. We use projections that summarize the variability within each group. So, we summarize each group by obtaining PCs separately for the observations in them and then find the closest projection matrix to all the group-specific PCs. Specifically, we have the following Result 4. Suppose that V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V m are p × q matrices with V j V j = I q , where I q is the q × q identity matrix. Let V = m j=1 V j with singular value decomposition (SVD) V = P • Λ • Q where P • is a p×q matrix of orthogonal columns, Q is a q × q orthogonal matrix and Λ • is a q × q diagonal matrix with v non-zero entries where
Proof. Minimizing
, with equality holding when W = P • Q .
Result 4 reduces the dataset for cases where the number of features is larger than the minimum number of records in any group. We take m = min{p, n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n g }. The k MRPs of our dataset are displayed using RadViz3D. The choice of k may be based on the clarity of the display, or by the cumulative proportion (we use 90% in this paper) of the eigenvalues of T −1/2 BT −1/2 . We summarize the steps for obtaining the MRPs of a dataset X as follows:
Remove the group mean for each observation in X. 2: Obtain the p × q eigenvector matrices V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V G for each of the G groups where q = min{p, n 1 , n 2 , · · · , n G }. 3: Use Result 4 to obtain the nearest orthogonal matrix W to V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V G . 4: Project the dataset to the new space of W . 5: Use Result 3 to find the projection matrix V maximizing the between-group variance of the projected data. 6: The matrix XV provides the MRPs of the dataset.
Illustration
We illustrate performance of Radviz3D on the MRP of 3 MIXSIM-simulated (n = 1000) 500D observations each obtained withω ∈ {10 −10 , 10 −4 , 0.01}. For brevity, Fig. 2 only provides RadViz3D displays of datasets with the least and highest complexity -see Fig. S3 for RadViz2D, Viz3D and Radviz3D visualizations of all three datasets. We see RadViz3D capturing the decreasing separation between groups of observations with increasingω and doing so better than RadViz2D and Viz3D. Therefore, MRP and RadViz3D together provide an effective display of high-dimensional datasets and convey more accurately relative differences in separation between groups than doing MRP of the dataset when displayed with RadViz2D or Viz3D (Fig. S3 ). These examples provide some indication of the good performance of RadViz3D in displaying high-dimensional classification datasets with different separation characteristics. We now develop methodology for discrete (and mixed) datasets.
Visualizing Discrete-and Mixed-Features Datasets
Discrete multivariate datasets are complicated to visualize, but invaluable in applications such as genomics, survey and voting preferences and so on. We visualize them here by transforming them using copulas, specifically constructed to describe the correlation structure among the discrete variables in the joint distribution while maintaining the empirical marginal distribution. After transforming discretefeatured datasets to the continuous space, we can apply Section 2.3 for their visualization. We transform the discrete-features in a dataset via copulas, for which we now introduce the generalized distributional transformation.
Definition 5 (Generalized Distributional Transform, [47], Chapter 1). Let Y be a real-valued random variable (RV) with cumulative distribution function (CDF) F (·) and let
where F −1 (t) = inf{y ∈ R : F (y) ≥ t} is the generalized inverse, or the quantile transform, of F (·).
. . , Y n is a sample of discretevalued random vectors, each of which has the same distribution as ξ = (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ p ), where each margin ξ i has a CDF F i (and thus is a step function). Let
is a copula. Also, the joint distribution for ξ can be decomposed as the marginals F i 's and the constructed copula C by the definition of quantile transform and Theorem 6 again:
Now we may pick p continuous marginal distributions, each with CDFF
We use the marginal empirical CDF (ECDF)F i (·) of the Y j s to estimate F i (·) for i = 1, 2, . . . , p. We use N (0, 1) as the continuous marginals, i.e.F i (·) = Φ(·), the N (0, 1) CDF. We define the Gaussianized-distributional transform (GDT)
for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Here V j = (V j1 , V j2 , . . . , V jp ), and V ji s are independent identically distributed standard uniform realizations. Then
. . , n are realizations from a multivariate distribution in R p : we apply the methods of Section 2.3 on X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n before visualizing the resulting MRPs using Radviz3D.
Remark 7.
We make a few comments on our use of the GDT: 1) For a continuous random variable, Theorem 6 reduces to the usual CDF so G(·, ·) can be applied also to datasets with mixed (continuous and discrete) features.
2) The GDT is a more stringent standardization than the usual affine transformation that only sets a dataset to have zero mean and unit variance, because it transforms the marginal ECDFs to Φ(·). So the GDT may, as in Section 3.1.1, also be applied to skewed datasets. 3) When datasets have features with little classdiscriminating information, applying the GDT on a discrete coordinate will inflate the variance in the transformed space, resulting in a standard normal coordinate that is independent of the other features. When the number of redundant coordinates is substantial relative to group-discriminating features, these independent N(0,1)-transformed coordinates will drive the MRP, resulting in poor separation. We use an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test on each copula-transformed coordinate to ascertain if it contains significant group-discriminating information. We address potential issues of multiple significance by correcting for false discoveries [48] . Features that fail to reject the null hypothesis are dropped from the MRP steps and the subsequent visualization.
We now summarize the algorithm that combines the GDT and MRP for datasets with discrete or mixed features: 
. . , n. 5: Apply MRP on X i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n via Algorithm 1. 6: Display MRP results by RadViz3D.
Illustration
We illustrate RadViz3D on the MRPs obtained after GDT on three 500D datasets of n = 125 observations with binary attributes in each coordinate. We are unaware of a simulator for multivariate discrete datasets that can simulate datasets according to a specific clustering complexity so we use a model developed by K. Dorman where each observation vector is a realization from a first order Markov chain and complexity of the model is governed by the expected number of coordinates that are distinct from each other. Figs. 3 and S4 illustrate performance and shows that RadViz3D displays best the decreasing separation with increasing clustering complexity, when compared to Viz3D and Radviz2D, in that order. Our illustrations show that even for discrete datasets, RadViz3D can, after application of the GDT and the MRP, provide a more accurate visualization.
REAL-DATA EXAMPLES
We illustrate our methodology on datasets with continuous, discrete or mixed features. The focus of our work is on displaying high-dimensional datasets, so we provide only one moderate (9D) example. Our other examples have p ranging from a few hundred to several thousands. For brevity, we mostly display datasets here with RadViz3D, and refer to the supplement for competing displays.
Datasets with Continuous Features
A moderate-dimensional dataset
Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) are the brighest electromagnetic events known to occur in space and are believed to contain clues to the origin of the cosmos. Although the astrophysics community has long been divided on whether there are two [49] or three [50, 51] kinds of GRBs, a careful recent revisit [52, 53, 54] of the clustering problem revealed that all nine available features are necessary for clustering and show overwhelming evidence of five classes of GRBs. These nine features are the two duration variables that represent the time by which 50% and 90% of the flux arrive, four time-integrated fluences in the 20-50, 50-100,100-300 and >300 keV spectral channels and three peak fluxes in time bins of 64, 256 and 1024 milliseconds. There are very strong correlations between some of these features, leading to their summary and erroneous [53] deletion before clustering. The BATSE 4Br catalog has complete records on 1599 GRBs. With 9 features, it can conceptually be displayed using RadViz3D or Viz3D, however we use MRP to project the data onto a lower-dimensional space because of the very strong correlations between the features. The nine features are heavily skewed so we also employ the GDT as per .1) and .2) of Remark 7. Fig. 4 displays the dataset using the multivariate t-mixtures grouping [53] . The five groups are not separated with Radviz2D ( Fig. S5a ) but (as per our 3D animated displays) more separated using Viz3D (Fig. S5b ) and even better with RadViz3D. Our display confirms the finding of five distinct classes [53] . At the same time, it also explains the earlier controversy, because it shows two or three possible supertypes potentially encompassing the five kinds [53] of GRBs.
High-dimensional Continuous Datasets
We also have illustrations on some very high-dimensional datasets, some of which also have n << p observations.
Zipcode digits
This dataset [55] is of 2000 16×16 images of hand-written Hindu-Arabic numerals (from 0 to 9) and has been used to evaluate classification and clustering algorithms. Fig. 5a displays a sample of 20% of these numerals. The marginal distribution at each pixel is unclear, so we use the GDT before obtaining the MRPs. Figs. S6a, S6b and 5b provide RadViz2D, Viz3D and RadViz3D displays of the 4 MRPs of the zip code dataset. The large G, widely varying frequency of occurrence of each digit, and more importantly, handwriting variability makes separating all the digits difficult. Nevertheless, RadViz3D distinguishes 0s and 6s from the others very well. Also, 1s are separated from most other digits, while 3s are also well-separated but overlap the 5s and 8s. Therefore, while not all digits are easily separated in any of the three displays, RadViz3D is the best performer.
Faces
The Faces dataset [56] has 112 × 92 images of 40 human faces taken at 10 different light angles and conditions. We choose the 10 faces of 6 people (Fig.6a) for our illustration. We apply the wavelet transform on the Radon projection of each image [57] to address variations in facial expression, and illumination and use these reduced 280 features for our displays. The Radon projections and wavelet transfors yield unclear marginal distributions so we use the GDT before obtaining the MRPs. The RadViz2D (Fig. S7a) only identifies Persons A and B from the others while Viz3D (Fig. S7b) also clarifies Persons C and F. Radviz3D (Fig. 6b) is the best performer in distinguishing the six subjects. 9 suicide attempters and 8 non-attempter ideators based on changes in activation. The study also included scans on 17 healthy controls with no personal or family history of psychiatric disorders or suicide attempts. Our dataset therefore has G=3 groups of responses (changes in activation, relative to the baseline) to these six words (which we consider as replicates) at p = 70150 voxels. Fig. 7 shows that RadViz3D considerably separates the control group from the suicide ideators, and even reasonably distinguishes the attempters from the non-attempters. The ambiguity between ideator nonattempters and attempters is an indicator of the challenges in predicting suicide, but the RadViz3D display is clearer than with RadViz2D (Fig. S8a) or Viz3D (Fig. S8b) .
For this dataset G = 3 so only 2 MRPs are possible, allowing us to independently assess MRP and RadViz3D. Fig. S8d shows the 3 groups as fairly well-separated by linear decision rules. RadViz3D needs 2 more projections with zero eigenvalues for optimal display while RadViz2D and Viz3D need only an additional such projection. However, Figs. S8a and S8b show less clarity than RadViz3D (Fig. 7) .
Datasets with Discrete Features
Our next examples are on datasets with discrete features.
Voting Records of US Senators
Democratic Republican . We display the senators according to whether they voted for each bill or not (i.e. against/abstained). The RadViz3D (Fig. 8 ) display distinguishes the 2 groups of senators better than RadViz2D (Fig. S9a) or Viz3D (Fig. S9b) . Here G=2, so 3 zero-eigenvalue projections beyond the MRP are used in the RadViz3D display. These additional projections (associated with the anchor points X 2 , X 3 , X 4 ) do not contribute towards separating the 2 groups which are separated solely by the first MRP (associated with X 1 ). A physical interpretation is that the spring on anchor point X 1 pulls one group harder than another group, separating it out, while the "null" springs on X 2 , X 3 , X 4 pull both groups with equal force. A similar interpretation applies to the forces of the two null springs (X 2 , X 3 ) of the RadViz2D and Viz3D displays but RadViz3D performs better, perhaps because each spring has a larger domain of influence in the 3D volume.
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) Screening
Normal ASD subject Figs. 10, S11a and S11b provide RadViz3D, RadViz2D and Viz3D displays of the patients. The use of GDT and MRP have resulted in a dataset with easily-separated groups, but here also RadViz3D is the best performer, followed by Viz3D and RadViz2D.
Our illustrative examples show that RadViz3D, along with the GDT and the MRP can be used to effectively display grouped data with discrete numerical features.
Datasets with mixed features
The development of Section 2.4 is general enough to extend to datasets with continuous and numerical discrete-valued features. We now illustrate performance on two such datasets.
Indic scripts
This dataset [63] is on 116 different features from handwritten scripts of 11 Indic languages. We choose a subset of 5 languages from 4 regions, namely Bangla (from the east), Gurmukhi (north), Gujarati (west), and Kannada and Malayalam (languages from the neighboring southern states of Karnataka and Kerala) and a sixth language (Urdu, with a distinct Persian script). Figure. and 11c provide Viz3D and RadViz3D displays of the reduced dataset (see Fig. S12a for the RadViz2D display). Viz3D (and to a lesser extent RadViz2D) separates Urdu, Kannada and Gujarati very well but does not distinguish the other 3 languages. On the other hand, RadViz3D is the best performer in terms of clarifying the 6 scripts. We also separately displayed documents in the 4 south Indian scripts of Kannada, Malayalam, Tamil and Telugu. With G = 4, only 3 MRPs are possible, so this example is a case where RadViz2D and Viz3D may perform better given that there is no need for any additional zeroeigenvalue projections, while RadViz3D needs one such projection for display. However, Figs. 12 and S13 show that RadViz2D (Fig. S13a) and Viz3D (Fig. S13b) displays do a poorer job in separating out the 4 languages than RadViz3D (Fig. 12b) . We surmise that this is because of the additional volume made available by the fully 3D rendering provided by RadViz3D relative to RadViz2D and Viz3D. (Fragments per Kilobase of transcripts per Million), of RNA sequences from 13 human organs of which we choose the eight largest (in terms of available samples) for our illustration. These are the esophagus (659 samples), colon (339), thyroid (318), lung (313), breast (212), stomach (159), liver (115) and prostate (106). For this dataset, there are p=20242 discrete features, however some of them have so many discrete values so as to essentially be continuous, which means a dataset of mixed attributes. Fig. 13 provides the RadViz3D display that indicates very clear separation between the organs, except for the prostate and the stomach which have some marginal overlap. In contrast, RadViz2D (Fig. S14a) and Viz3D (Fig. S14b) are far poorer at separating out tissue samples from the different organs.
Our detailed evaluations here show the ability of RadViz3D to display high-dimensional grouped data, when used in conjunction with the GDT and the MRP.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS
We develop a 3D radial visualization tool called RadViz3D that provides a more comprehensive display of grouped data than does classic 2D RadViz (called RadViz2D here) and its current 3D extension (Viz3D). Our particular interest in this paper is in the display of high-dimensional grouped datasets, for which we develop the MRP to summarize a dataset before display. Further, datasets with numerical discrete-valued, mixed or heavily-skewed attributes are transformed to the continuous space using the GDT, following which they are displayed using the MRP and RadViz3D, after removing redundant features. Our methodology performs well in displaying distinct groups of observations. A R [43] package https://github.com/fanne-stat/radviz3d/ implementing our methodology is also provided.
A number of aspects of our development could benefit from further attention. For instance, the MRP is a linear projection method that is designed to maximize separation between grouped data. It would be interesting to see if nonlinear projections can provide improved results. Also our displays have been developed in the context of maximizing distinctiveness of classes. Our methodology is also general to apply for the display of data where there is no class information. In that case, other summaries than the MRP can be used. Also, the GDT is inapplicable to datasets with features that have more than two nominal categories. It would be important to develop methodology for such datasets. Further, the GDT and the MRP are general transformation and data reduction methods that can be used with other visualization techniques. It would also be worth investigating whether other visualization tools using these methods can better display datasets in some cases. Our development of RadViz3D uses (at least approximately) equi-spaced anchor points. It would be interesting to see if layouts and spacings such as done [32, 34, 35] for RadViz2D can be developed for improved displays and interpretations. Thus, we see that while we have made an important contribution towards the 3D radial visualization tool for high-dimensional datasets, many issues meriting additional investigation and development remain.
